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s discussed throughout this special edition of THE PRN NOTEBOOK,
a number of experts suggest that phi is a unique window of opportunity with respect to treatment, since it may be the optimal
time to initiate haart to alter the long-term course of hiv disease. On a public-health level, correct diagnosis and medical
intervention during phi—a period in which viral load is exceptionally high—may be useful in halting the unintentional spread of the
virus when someone is hypothesized to be most infectious.
But, to take advantage of either the possible therapeutic or publichealth opportunities during phi, clinicians face a daunting task right from
the start: actually connecting with and correctly diagnosing individuals
in the initial throes of acute infection. While it is true that a growing
number of people are likely to seek care immediately after possible exposure, given that the stigma and general sense of pessimism surrounding hiv infection has lessened, the most likely scenario involves
patients who appear in the clinic only after symptoms of phi have surfaced—not necessarily aware that they may be connected to acute
retroviral syndrome.
The Options Project, developed and run
by the University of California, San Francisco (ucsf) aids Program at San Francisco
General Hospital, is dedicated to the study
of phi clinical management. This program,
along with other cohort-based projects
across the country, have made headway
in elucidating the symptoms of phi and in
deciphering the validity of various diagnostic tools currently available to clinicians.
“Clinicians need to know what signs and
symptoms to look for and what tests to order if they’re suspicious,” commented Dr.
Hecht, director of the project. “These are
definitely the first steps in dealing appropriately with phi.”

The Options Project
The Options Project, which began enrollment at San Francisco General Hospital
in April 1996, actually contains three distinct groups of patients: 1) patients who

present with symptoms of acute hiv infection and a recent history of potential exposure; 2) patients with symptoms of acute
hiv disease referred by other physicians in
the San Francisco Bay area; and 3) patients who had been infected and seroconverted within 12 months prior to entering the study. As of December 2001,
the Options Project team had screened 648
patients. Of these, 267 were documented to
be experiencing phi upon entry; the remaining 381 volunteers screened either
were found to be hiv-negative or had been
infected with hiv for longer than a year.
For Dr. Hecht and his colleagues, ferreting out newly infected patients among
hiv-positive study volunteers required both
sleuth work and reliance on a new detuned hiv-antibody test. “One thing we
can do is look at a study volunteer’s hivantibody testing history,” explained Dr.
Hecht. “We can couple his or her new
positive-antibody test result with recent
sexual or ivdu risk and weigh it against a

previous antibody-negative result within
12 months prior to entering the study.
Chances are, we’re dealing with someone
who was infected within six months before
entering our study.” However, researchers
have wanted additional confirmation of
recent infection in persons without documentation of a recent negative-antibody
test, which is where the detuned hiv-antibody test has come in.
The detuned (or less sensitive) hiv-antibody assay is the main ingredient of an
hiv testing strategy known as the Serologic Testing Algorithm for Recent hiv Seroconversions (starhs). The detuned assay
was developed at San Francisco’s Blood
Centers of the Pacific in connection with
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (cdc).
It is less sensitive to hiv antibodies than
standard eia tests and, in most cases,
takes approximately four months longer
than conventional antibody tests to become reactive. Pairing a negative detunedassay result with a positive result using a
standard assay—which can usually detect
antibodies within four to six weeks post-infection—would indicate an infection less
than six months old.

Making Sense of Symptoms
Of the estimated 40,000 people in the United States who become infected with hiv
each year, the rate of people who will actually experience symptoms of phi probably
ranges from 50% to 90%. Even then, it is
still not known how many people with
symptomatic phi actively seek out medical
care or are correctly diagnosed upon doing
so. “We do know that a relatively large percentage of patients do, in fact, experience
symptoms related to phi,” explained Dr.
Hecht. “In some cases where we are considering phi, we’re dealing with patients
who contact us soon after a high-risk activity, such as sex without a condom, condom breakage, or even intravenous drug
use. Otherwise, we’re usually dealing with
patients who come to us with symptoms.”
The time from exposure to the onset of
symptoms is usually two to four weeks, but
the incubation may be as long as 10
months in some cases (Ridzon, 1997).
“One of the issues we’ve been looking at
is which symptoms best distinguish patients with phi among patients in whom the
diagnosis is considered,” Dr. Hecht explained. In comparing various symptoms of
disease experienced by the patients with
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to be able to substitute this cheaper assay
for the more expensive hiv-rna testing for
phi diagnosis.” An analysis of data from the
Options Project using an hiv p24 assay is
reported in Table 2b. “While the specificity using this assay was better than what we
saw using the bdna assay, we obviously
had a problem with sensitivity,” commented Dr. Hecht. “Almost one-quarter of
our patients who were not antibody-positive could not be diagnosed using p24 antigen testing alone. Four of the five patients
who had false-negative p24 readings were
actually in the early stages of antibody
conversion and had indeterminate antibody tests. The fifth patient, who appeared
to be completely antibody-negative, had
an hiv-rna level of 6,000 copies/mL.
“What we’re seeing with the p24 assay
is a limited window of opportunity. Our five
patients who had false-negative p24 antigen tests had probably already experienced their p24 antigenemia peak. Antibodies were probably being produced and
were binding with antigen in peripheral
blood. At the same time, antibody levels
were too low to pick up using standard eia
tests.” It’s during this time, Dr. Hecht argues, that hiv-rna testing may be the most
useful. “hiv-rna assays detect infection
before p24 antigen is detectable, and remain positive toward the end of the symptomatic stage of phi, when the humoral immune responses that can clear p24 antigen
are beginning to form.”
Pairing a p24 assay with an eia test
that can detect IgM antibodies present in
the early stages of seroconversion is an option to increase sensitivity. “But again,”
warns Dr. Hecht, “we may run into the
issue of limited specificity. Some of our
data suggest that third-generation eia antibody tests that can detect IgM as well
as IgG antibodies may have an elevated
false-positive rate when other infections
that may look like phi are present. “
In summing up his discussion regarding the diagnosis of patients with phi, Dr.
Hecht attempted to underscore the fine
line that separates the need to be diagnostically aggressive and the need to protect patients from unnecessary anxiety.
“There most certainly are potential benefits to diagnosing patients in the primary
stage of hiv infection. However, these benefits are not lifesaving unless we’re aiming
at an immediate intervention like postexposure prophylaxis. There are negative
consequences in telling a patient that he or
she has low detectable hiv-rna or a con-

K E Y

P O I N T S

• “Primary hiv infection” (phi) is defined using biological determinants, such as symptoms of
acute retroviral syndrome and high levels of viremia that precede antibody seroconversion,
during the initial stage of infection. The duration of phi can vary, ranging from several weeks
in some individuals to several months in others. “New hiv infection” is defined using a time
determinant, usually an infection that has been established for less than one year. Biological
determinants of phi, not the duration of infection, are of greatest concern to those exploring
the pathogenesis and management of hiv infection during the earliest stage of infection.
• To take advantage of the unique windows of opportunity during phi, clinicians must
quickly and effectively identify potentially infected individuals and employ rapid and
accurate laboratory testing to yield a diagnosis.
• Fever and rash may be the symptoms most strongly associated with primary hiv infection.
Myalgias, arthralgias, night sweats, oral uclers, weight loss and loss of appetite should also
increase likelihood of phi.
• Because many of the symptoms of phi are really quite nonspecific, compounded by the
fact that many patients fail to disclose hiv risk factors upon seeking medical care, the
diagnosis of phi requires a high index of suspicion. Clinicians should always consider
hiv risk factors, even if the patient who presents with symptoms does not voluntarily
disclose them.
• Diagnostic testing involving p24 antigen is less sensitive than hiv-rna tests for diagnosing
phi. It is likely to be most sensitive within the first week after the onset of phi symptoms.
Pairing a p24 assay with a third-generation eia antigen “sandwich” test that can detect IgM
antibodies present in the early stages of seroconversion is an option to increase sensitivity,
but third-generation eia antibody tests are not available in many clinical settings.
• pcr or bdna tests are highly sensitive phi diagnostic tools, but have a lower specificity
than p24 antigen tests. Repeat hiv-rna testing is recommended to confirm results.
Patients with an hiv-rna level between 50 and 5,000 hiv copies/mL without a positive
antibody test should be regarding as having an “indeterminate” result that is likely to
represent a false positive. These testing results are especially important to repeat.

flicting p24 and eia result, especially with
people who are already nervous about the
outcome of test results. This argues against
performing laboratory testing for phi if
the probability that it is present is less
than 1%. It’s important to be aggressive in
questioning patients about their sexual or
drug history, particularly within the days
or weeks preceding some of the more typical symptoms of phi. If there’s truly a potential risk, specific testing for phi should
be performed.”
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